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INTRODUCTION
The symmetry of a structure is in essence a form of

invariance of this    structure    under    some    type of
transformations. The acceptance of such an idsa and its
consistent application seems to be the only way a sense Or
a feelin~ for the existence of symmetry to be developed
into a well-build theory.

The investigation, on symmetry associated with partial
differential equations Cp.d, eqns) in the above sense is
pioneered by Sophus Lie. Recently his theory has been
significantly advanced notably by L.V. Ovsiannikov and it is
known now as ~roup analysis of differential equations (see
Ref. [~]). In principle this theory is based on the concept
of invariance of p.d. eqns under continuous (Lie) ~roups of
transformations.

In this paper an application of the above mentioned
theory is presented. The eqilibrium eqns of one class of
thin elastic shelIs with varyin~ curvature are considered
and it is shown how the symmetry of this eqns can be
utilized for their solvinE.

FUNDAI~]NTAL E~UATIONS
Let the surface F in the three-dimensional Euclidean

space ms be ~iven by the eqn

(1) Z = f(x,y) = (X2+yz)-2[A(x2-y2)+2BXy],

where A and B are real constants and    Cx~y,z)     is a
Cartesian coordinate system in space    Rs, The coordinate
variables x, y sill be used further as Gaussian coordi-
nates in F.

Let us consider now a thin elastic shell with constant
cylindrical rigidity D and thickness    h    and let its
middle surface coincide with some part of the surface F.

Since the surface F is evidently asymptotically flat,
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when x2+y2-~O, then for an appropriate number

R the follo~in~ estimates are valid

in the domain ~ =
Hence, in terms o~ Donnell-Vlaso~ theory (~ee e,~.

[2]) the shell unde~ consideration can be ~reated as shal-
low in the domain ~. Then~ in linear treatment~ the sys-
tem of its equilibrium eqns can be written in the
form

DAAW -- bzi~/~2 + 2b12~0/~~ - b22020/~2 =

where w i~ ~he transversal displacement funcbion~
the Airy’s stress ~unction, E is the Youn~ modulus, q
the external transversal loading, A ~ ~/~2 + ~/~2    and

(3) bli = ~/~2, bi2 = b2~ = ~/~, b22 =

are the components o~ the curvature tensor of F~ approxi-
mated in the manner accepted in the shallow shell theory.
AccordinGly to formulae {i} and (3~, the explicite ~orm

components b~

¯ he complicated~orm {~} of the coefficients b~ makes
the integration o~ s~stem ~2} q~ite problematic~ A con-
siderable pro~ress in t~is direction co~Id be achieved bo~-
ever b~ usin~ the symmetry o~ this system of eqns.

FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEN
When a system of p.d,eqns with varying coefficients is

bein~ solved it is very helpful to be known whetherthere
is a transformation of its independent and dependent vari-
ables so that after rewritin~ the system in the new vari-
ables its coefficients to become constant. Indeed, if the
system could be transformed in this manner, then each one
of the well known methods for integration of systems with
constant coefficients may be used for its solvinff.

In Ref.[&] Bluman shows that when the full symmetry
~roup of a ~iven Linear homogeneous p.d. eqn with varyin~
coefficients is known then a definitive and constructive
answer of the above question can be found. Followin£ his
approach in £eneral outline we analyse this problem bellow
for the system ¢2),
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Obviously, the answer oF the problem in question does
not depend on the Form oF the right hand side of system
(2}, In view of that it is naturally the simplest system of
this form~ i,e, the homogeneous one~ to be considered,

S~]~T~Y GROUP
Let us denote by S the homogeneous system of eqns of

Form (2), In ReF,£3] it is shown that the Full symmetry
~roup of system    S    is two-parameter Lie ~roup of
transformations in the    space     ~4¢x,y,w,~} of the
independent x, y and the dependent w, ~    variables of
system S. The infinitesimal ~enerators of this group are

Xi = (x2-y2)~/~x + 2xy~/~y + 2xw~i~ +
¢5)

X2 = -2xy~/~ + (X2--y2)~/~ -- 2y~/~ --

TRANSFORMATION OF THE FUNDAMENTAL E~UAT~ONE
Consider the Followin~ transformations of the variables

where f~, W~ and F~ ¢~ = 1,2) are arbitrary, but suf-
Ficiently smooth Functions in the domain ~. Evidently only
the transformations of Form ¢6) provide iinearity and
homogeneity of system    S    after passin~ to    the    new
variables. That is the reason only transformations of this
special type to be considered.

IF there exists a transformation of Form ¢5) such that
the infinitesimal generators of the symmetry Stoup of
system S take on in the new variables the Form

then after rewriting syLsem S in this new variables its
coefficients become constant and vice-versa. This conclusion
is a consequence from the Fellowin~ well known .general
~roup properly of the linear homogeneous systems of p,d.
eqns: if a linear homogeneous system of p.d. eqns has
constant coefficients then this system admits the group OF
translations in the space of its independent variables and

On the ether hand in passing to the new variables the
infinitesimal ~enerators oF the symmetry ~roup oF system ~
transform  see e~. Ref.[5], p.15~ as Follows

Comparing the right hand sides of ¢7) and and sub-
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stitutin~ (5) and (5) in the obtained expressions
out the followin~ overdetermined linear system of
order p.d. eqns

(x2-y2)~a/t~x + 2xyo~ra/o~y

2xyo~ru/o~x - (x2-y2)~/~

(x2-y2>~/~ + 2xy~a/~

2xy~u/~ -- Cx2--y2>~a/~
where a~ ~ = ~2 and 6~ is the

+ 2xW~ = O,

+ 2xFa = O,

+ 2yWa = O¯

+ 2yFa = O,
K~onecker delta symbol.

Combinin~ all the above we are able to formulate now the
followin~ result: the system of form (2) can be transformed
to constant coefficient system by transformation of form(5) if and only if the co~respondin~ functions Fa~ Wu andFa satisfy system (9),

It is easy to show that the Functions
f~ = -- x(x2+y2)-~¯ f2 = y(x2+y2)-~,

W~ = F2 : (li4)(x2+y2)-±,    W2 = F± = O,
satisfy system (9), The correspondin~ transformation
Form (0) is

of

¢10)

RewritinE system (2) in the variables ~iven by (10) we Eet

DA" A" w" --A~2~"/By" 2-2B~’/b~’ ~y" +A82~b"/o~x, 2=q(x" 2+y, 2) -z,

(1/Eh)A" A" ?" +A~2W’/By" ~+2BO2w’/o~x’ By" --AO2w"/o~xs

where A, ---- 02/~X¯ 2 + 02/t3yS 2
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